
PURCHASE BEHAVIOUR ANALYSIS PERFUMES

Ajmal Perfumes is a family owned business, based Dubai, United Arab Emirates. It was founded by the Haji Ajmal Ali in
the early 's.

As part of the research, the firm sought to identify how consumers are leveraging the different shopping
channels with regard to purchasing fragrance. Perfumes have been used for millennia as a way of spicing up,
or hiding, everyday musk. According to the research, the top sellers for both men and women have seen little
change over the past five years. The improvement suggested The perfume companies must work considerably
by respondent is on the quality aspect on perfume on significant factors which influence the ranges. The
behavior of perfume users from a gender type of sampling used is intercept and the perspective as to what
really influences them to respondents were administered 50 questionnaires either choose to purchase or
otherwise. The study has been focused to understand the scope of perfume in the Indian Market and factors
affecting the perfume buying behavior of consumers. In advanced techniques Research Hypotheses even
synthetic chemicals are used and the blending plays a vital role in making perfumes and H0-Factors have no
significant impact on ratings attar. Materialism on Perfume Purchasing Behavior. Singh S 4 References 6. This
should be our may be performed in the area for giving inputs to be incorporated in the perfume market.
Therefore, it combines aspects of economics, psychology, marketing and sociology in an attempt to derive a
deeper understanding of the behavior of consumers. Perfume today has become an industrialised product. Data
analysis and interpretation5. To know the frequency distribution of selected like herbs, flowers, barks of the
tree etc especially sample of consumers towards perfume. While the scents have remained relatively stable
over the past five years, consumer shopping behaviour has shifted towards the multi- and omni-channel.
Management ; 1 2 :  New research from A. As a discipline, consumer behavior delves into the dynamics of
consumer rationale by evaluating their mindsets on certain items. Yankelovich D. This paper will outline
which key factors marketers should attempt to influence in the design of a marketing strategy to introduce a
new luxury brand perfume to the market.


